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1 Automatic Data Acquisition and Training from Web
Images

Most existing scene text detection and spotting models are trained on fully-
annotated data that are difficult to obtain from web images. Instead, the pro-
posed weakly supervised pre-training approach can be simply applied to an au-
tomatic data acquisition and training pipeline by: (1) Extracting texts from
web images by the existing OCR techniques; (2) Filtering out the less confident
text instances (i.e. detected and recognized texts with low confident scores); (3)
Pre-training a model on the collected web images and extracted text instances.

Table 1. Automatic data acquisition and training from web images: By pre-training
on the automatically extracted images and texts from web, the proposed method can
promote the existing scene text detectors significantly on TotalText and CTW1500
datasets.

Model
Total-Text CTW1500

P R F P R F

PSENet [9] 81.8 75.1 78.3 80.6 75.6 78.0
PSENet+SynthText 87.8 79.0 82.6 81.8 77.8 79.7
PSENet+Ours[SynthText] 90.7 80.8 85.5 86.3 79.6 82.8
PSENet+Ours[Web Images] 92.2 82.4 87.0 87.5 79.9 83.5

We conduct an experiment following this pipeline. We first extract texts from
web images by using PSENet [9] for detection and Conformer [3] for recognition.
Then, we filter out the less confident texts and non-text images, resulting in 40
million image-text pairs. Finally, we pre-train a model by using the proposed
method and transfer the weights in the pre-trained model to fine-tune PSENet
on Total-Text and CTW1500 datasets. As Table 1 shows, by automatically ex-
tracting data and pre-training, the proposed method significantly improves the
performances of PSENet on Total-Text and CTW1500 datasets, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed method. This result also shows that the
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Fig. 1. By pre-training on web images, the model converges faster than the original
model without pre-training.

scene text models can be effectively promoted by large-scale pre-training on web
images.

Besides, the proposed pre-trained models effectively accelerate the conver-
gence of the scene text model. As Fig. 1 shows, the scene text detector with
pre-trained converges faster than the original model without pre-training.

2 Datsets

SynthText [4] contains more than 800,000 synthetic scene text images most of
which are at word level with multi-oriented rectangular annotations. The texts
are in English in SynthText dataset.

ICDAR2019-LSVT [8] consists of 450,000 images with mostly Chinese texts.
400,000 images are weakly annotated in which only the transcription of the text-
of-interest in these images is provided. Besides, 50,000 images are fully annotated
which are split into a training set with 30,000 images and a test set with 20,000
images.

CTW1500 [10] consists of 1,000 training images and 500 test images that con-
tain 10,751 multi-oriented text instances of which 3,530 are arbitrarily curved.
Most of the text instances are annotated at text-line level by using 14 vertices,
where texts are largely in English and Chinese.

Total-Text [1] consists of 1,255 training images and 300 test images where
texts are all in English. It contains a large number of multi-oriented curved text
instances each of which is annotated at word level by using a polygon.
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Fig. 2. Given sample images in the first row, the second row shows the corresponding
attention maps in the image encoder. Rows 3-4 shows a context text and a contextless
text as input, respectively, as well as the corresponding attention maps in the decoder
and the predicted characters. The encoder and decoder effectively attend to the text
and character regions, respectively.

ICDAR2015 [5] has 1000 training images and 500 test images which are col-
lected by Google Glass and suffers from low resolution and motion blur. All text
instances are annotated at word level using quadrilateral boxes.

3 Implementation Details

We fine-tune several scene text detectors and spotters for evaluation of the pro-
posed method including: 1) PSENet 1 [9], 2) DB 2 [7], 3) FCENet 3 [12], 4)

1 https://github.com/whai362/PSENet
2 https://github.com/MhLiao/DB
3 https://github.com/open-mmlab/mmocr
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Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art scene text spotting techniques on IC-
DAR2015. ‘+oCLIP’ refers to that the model are fine-tuned from the our pre-trained
model on SynthText dataset. ‘S’, ‘W’, and ‘G’ refer to word spotting with strong, weak,
generic lexicon for ICDAR2015. ‘Full’ refers to full lexicon for Total-Text.

Model ICDAR2015
S W G

TextDragon [2] 86.2 81.6 68.0

Mask TextSpotter-V3 [6] 83.1 79.1 75.1
Mask TextSpotter-V3+oCLIP 84.1, 79.5 75.1

TextBPN 4 [11], and 5) Mask TextSpotter-v3 5 [6]. The experiments are con-
ducted by using the corresponding open-source codes. For DB, we replace the
original network backbone (i.e. deformable ResNet-50) with ResNet-50 for better
demonstration of the proposed method. For TextBPN, we follow the experimen-
tal settings reported in their paper to re-train the overall the model as the
configuration files are not provided.

4 More Samples

The proposed method can attend to text regions with character awareness with
language supervision only. Fig. 2 shows four more sample images as well as their
attention maps. As Fig. 2 shows, the proposed model can effectively attend to the
text regions and the missing character regions (corresponding to each input text
instance). Especially in the last row of Fig. 2, the proposed decoder can attend to
the regions of missing characters from contextless text instance, demonstrating
the effectiveness of the proposed method on modelling the relations of visual and
textual information.

5 More Experimental Results

Recent scene text spotters are usually evaluated on ICDAR2015 dataset under
two evaluation metrics. We report our results on end-to-end spotting in the main
manuscript, and additionally report the results under word spotting in Table 2.
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